central peninsula hospital offers patients access to their personal health information through MyChart.

Ask the front desk for information on how to sign up for MyChart today!

Application Programming Interface (API) Information for Caregivers:

Patients may download an app of their choice that connects to Epic via MyChart to retrieve their health information.

The apps that connect to MyChart are tested and approved for functionality and security by Epic Systems Corp.

Apps may gain access to MyChart for the user and/or a proxy.

The following screenshot depicts what the patient will see when connecting an app to MyChart.

ALLOW ACCESS TO YOUR ACCOUNT

MU3 API Configuration Checker v2 wants your permission to access the following information:

- Allergies
- Demographics
- Health Goals
- Implants
- Medications
- Problems
- Immunizations
- Care Team
- Documents
- Health History
- Lab results
- Plan of care
- Procedures
- Vitals
- Immunizations
- Vitals

Which patient do you want MU3 API Configuration Checker v2 to be able to link to?

This app was not created by your healthcare organization. Approving this request allows third parties (this app, its developers, and its associates) access to your personal health information. Note that these third parties might not be obligated to protect your health information under the same privacy regulations as your healthcare providers and some apps might use data for advertising or other secondary purposes. Review this app’s Terms and Conditions to be sure that you are comfortable with the app’s use of your data before granting access.

ALLOW ACCESS
CANCEL
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